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IMIS – A reference model for future early warning systems? 

Volkmar Schulz1, Jo van Nouhuys1 and Hermann Leeb2 

Abstract 

IMIS, the Integrated Radioactivity Monitoring and Information System, is set up as part of the German Govern-
ment’s National Response Plan for dealing with the consequences of a large scale radioactive contamination of the 
environment. The system’s architecture and its core components and features qualify IMIS as a source for future pro-
jects to build early warning and decision support systems. 

1. Motivation 
 
The Chernobyl accident has clearly demonstrated how important it is to have adequate early warning and 
monitoring systems that provide competent authorities with timely information on any changes in radia-
tion levels and that enable them to take appropriate protective measures and to inform the public. The ef-
fectiveness of the systems installed depends on the organisation and the skills of the competent authorities 
as well as on the provision of adequate instrumentation for measurement, data transmission and data 
analysis. 

In order to facilitate both rapid data exchange and model calculations, a fast communication infrastruc-
ture and a computer-based information system is needed. The advantages are that: 

 
 all relevant information and data can readily be made available almost at the same time at all levels of 

the system, 
 the data can be made comparable and therefore objective and reliable, 
 more complex assessment procedures like the application of real-time models and of decision support 

systems become feasible, 
 an exchange of data with other countries or institutions can easily be realised, 
 the information for the public about the actual situation via internet can take place in an automated re-

gime. 
 
The legal basis is the ‚Act on the Precautionary Protection of the Population against Radiation Exposure 
(Strahlenschutzvorsorgegesetz)‘ of December 1986. The IMIS system has three operational action levels. 
Level 3 covers the collection of radiological data from state-of-the-art-monitoring networks and measure-
ment laboratories. Level 2 involves computerised data processing and quality control, based on standard-
ised procedures for the collection and presentation of measurements. This level also includes the use of 
transport and dose assessment models. Level 1 includes evaluation of the data, management of the conse-
quences of a given situation, legal enforcement of protective measures and provision of information to the 
public. 
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The nationwide networks of IMIS automatically monitor the following parameters: 
 

 gamma dose rate at 1 m above ground, 
 activity concentration of airborne radionuclides, 
 precipitation rate, 
 ground contamination, 
 gamma and beta dose rate in continental rivers and costal marine surface waters. 

 
The laboratory facilities provide the system with information about the contamination of relevant food-
stuffs and feeding stuff. 
 
There are two modes of operation, these are routine and intensive operation. The major difference is the 
frequency of data collection and transfer. During routine operation, data are transferred on a daily basis. 
During intensive operation, data are collected every 2 hours. 
 
Radioecological models compute in case of a nuclear accident the following detailed information: 
 
 diagnoses of the expected radiation exposure of the population, 
 prognoses of the contamination of relevant foodstuffs and feeding stuff, 
 diagnoses and prognoses of the effects of certain protective measures like sheltering and food bans on 

the expected dose. 
 
The first generation of the IMIS system was set up after the Chernobyl accident on April 16th 1986 and 
was in operation until spring 2005. The second generation was commissioned by the Federal Office for 
Radiation Protection in 1999 and was supplied under a turnkey contract by Condat. It was accepted by the 
federal office end of 2004 and it started operation on April 1st 2005. 

2. Architecture and Components 

2.1 Some information about the Hardware and Network 
Although the HW-architecture of the new IMIS is rather conventional, it is still a key to the systems reli-
ability. A multiple redundant and locally separated high availability database cluster and various task 
servers provide the computational power. In the initial phase, 160 remote clients in 70 locations connect 
over a dedicated dial in network with the servers. Connections over the internet are possible but require 
valid certificates for a trusted authorization and data encryption. 

2.2 General Software Architecture 
IMIS is constructed as a classic client-server-application. The reason for this was the fact that the user ex-
pects most notably for the interaction with data visualizations (e.g. maps and charts) complex functionality 
and best response time. These are requirements, which cannot be met using HTML-based web clients. In 
addition to that, the system offers an improved scalability since a new user brings along new computing 
resources with his client machine. 
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The IMIS Software was designed and implemented using object oriented methodologies. It gains its 
platform independency from the fact that it is implemented in Java. IMIS Software is currently running 
under Windows, Linux and Solaris. 

From the very beginning one of Condat’s goals was not to restrict the system by means of problem do-
main, organisational structures and processes or geographical boundaries. This objective led to an archi-
tecture build on loosely coupled components that add up to a highly flexible information system. 

The most significant components, data query, data presentation, workflow management and document 
management, will be characterized in the following sections. 

2.3 The data query component 
The professional user cannot be expected to access stored data like measurement values directly from the 
data model. SQL, the data query language itself is not suited to be used by non-technical staff. Therefore, 
a query component was designed and implemented. This query component provides very easy usage and 
at the same time it is powerful enough to enable the user to define the necessary queries.  

The graphical user interface of the query component built into IMIS presents only radiological terms 
known to the user. These terms are logically grouped and therefore easy to access in a tree structure. The 
user is not confronted with data model related terminology.  

The query component generates a syntactically correct SQL select statement containing the necessary 
tables and joins according to the desired information structure and conditions the user specifies through 
the easy point and click interface. Data type specific condition editors and various optional functions for 
aggregation, formatting and conversion of resulting data offer extra flexibility and power to the user. 

In order to work like this, the query components needs knowledge about the mapping between radio-
logical terms and the data model, about the data types, necessary joins and join types and available func-
tions. This so called meta-information is defined by XML configuration files. 

The data query component wraps the resulting data set (a simple two-dimensional table) into an object 
that offers easy access to the result and its meta-information. The result object is then handed over to the 
presentation component, which will be described in the following paragraph. 

2.4 The data presentation component 
The purpose of the data presentation component is to visualize query results in maps, charts and tables ac-
cording to the layout rules defined by the user.  

The presentation component receives the query result as a simple table filled with data. The component 
itself makes no assumptions about the content of the result set. The user has to define the meaning of re-
sult columns in the context of the visualization he wants to create. Within a configuration form the user 
specifies the columns that contain 

 
 values like measurement results, units and measurement faults,  
 geographical data like coordinates or IDs of administrative units which are used to place the values, 
 dates and timestamps which are used to draw time series, 
 additional information about the measurement concerning the location the sample was taken from, the 

weather condition during the collection, the detection limit, the measurement’s quality status etc. 
 
Finally, the user can use different individual configuration dialogs to define layout parameters for his 
presentation like 
 value classification (colours, patterns symbols, size, …), 
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 map clipping, scaling, labels, 
 various background layers showing administrative units, rivers, streets or statistical information, 
 sorting and formatting (in tables) and many more. 

 
The query, the column specification and the layout configuration specified by the user are stored within 
the database and are associated to form exactly one presentation, i.e. a map or a chart or a table. Therefore, 
every presentation has to be defined once and afterwards can be restored without limitation with a simple 
click to show the current situation based on the newest available measurement values. Figure 1 shows the 
interface between the data query and the presentation component. Furthermore, you see how these two 
components retrieve the necessary definitions from the database. 

In this context, the possibility to use such pre-configured presentations as one out of many steps in an 
automated workflow is an important feature. The next section gives more details on this topic. 

2.5 The workflow component 
Starting with the requirement of automatically importing and exporting data by reading incoming data ex-
change files or writing such files, we extended the basic structure of this module and implemented a ge-
neric workflow component that automates various other kinds of tasks automatically. 

Each task is characterized by an event, that triggers the task, and a process description that defines, 
what exactly has to be done step by step. 

The two basic events that can trigger a task are either the presence of a file in a certain directory (for file 
driven tasks) or the current time (for time driven tasks). Either one is specified in the task definition form. 
The third type of trigger is the “call”. Every task can call another task during its own execution (compara-
ble to a function call in a programming language).  

The process description on the other hand is the core and the most complex part of a task definition. 
Since the step-by-step process definition of every task can be viewed as an algorithm we decided to use an 

Fig. 1: Data query and presentation 
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existing scripting language for describing those tasks. Trained users define the process description with 
JavaScript using the integrated flow control statements and built in methods. In addition to that, the task 
management component offers various specialized methods that are used to access the crucial functional-
ity of the system. These special methods are used to 
 sending and receiving data over FTP, SFTP, HTTP, HTTPS and SMTP 
 importing and exporting data 
 generating a presentation according to its pre-configured definition (see previous section) 
 transforming a presentation into a static PDF-Document 
 storing a generated PDF-document into the integrated document management system and many more. 

 
Based on these specialized methods and the control mechanisms of the task management component it is 
very simple to define and configure tasks that automate complex workflows like 

 
 detect an incoming data file  import data  notify user about data waiting for quality inspection  
 wait for finalization of quality inspection  generate documents that visualize the situation based on 

the just imported and approved data  store the documents into the document management system  
 publish the documents to a web server  send user email with link to published documents and inform 

him about successful task completion 

2.6 The document management component 
The integrated document management system (DMS) makes use of an open source application server 
(ZOPE) and stores the documents within the central Oracle database. 

It addresses different target groups and can be tailored to specific requirements. This is done by strict 
authentication, rights management, using different dynamic views and grouping rules. Therefore, the DMS 
provides individual layouts and dynamic content structures to domain experts, people politically in charge 
and to the public. The DMS holds not only documents generated by IMIS but is also able to provide, situa-
tion reports supplied by other organisations, action catalogues, resource indexes, emergency plans, instruc-
tion manuals etc. 

3. Experiences and outlook 
The new IMIS is a very flexible, up-to-date, and mighty instrument to control environmental radioactivity 
in Germany. The acceptance by the users is remarkable high. 
 
Today IMIS already supports the international data formats EURDEP and IDF as well as the NUTS code 
(the European Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) and since the German Federal Office for 
Radiation Protection receives data according to existing bilateral and multilateral exchange treaties be-
tween European countries it uses IMIS to process, visualize and analyze that data. 
 
Condat designed the system’s components in a generic and loosely coupled manner. The presented com-
ponents make no assumptions about the data they are dealing with, regardless if the values represent ra-
dioactivity, water levels or CO2 emissions. The result is a set of reusable components and a SW-
architecture that can serve as a foundation for future information and early warning systems even in a 
multi hazard context, which is not limited to a territory or federal organization.  
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